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I. MULTIPLE CHOICE (5 MARKS) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions 

1. A. hoped  B. liked  C. surprised  D. brushed 

2. A. books  B. hats   C. stamps  D. clubs 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions.  

3. She woke up in the middle of the night, frightened and confused. Slowly she realised that 

she________. 

A.had dreamed B. has dreamed C. dreamed  D. was dreaming 

4. - "_______________ do you go to the movies?"  

- "Once a month." 

           A. How far                  B. What time                C. How often    D. How much  time 

5. Life in France seemed strange at first. For example, I ________ wine with my food. 

A. didn’t use to drinking   C. didn’t used to drink 

B. wasn’t use to drinking   D. wasn’t used to drinking 

6. He spent most of his time ________ so that he might get a better job. 

A. study  B. studying  C. to study  D. studied 

7. ________ the first day of her trip, she went swimming. 

A. On   B. In   C. At   D. To 

8. It’s almost 2 metres ________ height. 

A. at   B. for   C. in   D. on 

9. Mary: “I’m worried about Sue. We _______ from her for weeks.” 

Paul: “Well, no news is good news.” 

A. don’t hear  B. didn’t heard C. have heard  D. haven’t heard 

10. This time tomorrow I _______ on the beach in the Riviera. 

A. will lie  B. will be lying C. will have lain D. will be lain 

11. The news of his resignation was published by all newspapers. That really shocked everyone. 

A. The news of his resignation was published by all newspapers, which shocked everyone. 

B. The news of his resignation was published by all newspapers, that shocked everyone. 

C. The news of his resignation was published by all newspapers which shocked everyone. 

D. The news of his resignation was published by all newspapers, which shocks everyone. 

12. I regret _______ you that there has been an accident. 

A. to tell  B. to telling  C. tell   D. telling 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

13. A. apartment  B. expensive  C. comfortable D. community 

14. A. amazing  B. excited  C. bicycle  D. religion 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions. 

A recent investigation by scientists at the U.S Geological Survey shows that strange animal behavior might 

help predict future earthquakes. Investigators found such occurrences about ten kilometers from where a 

fairly recent earthquake took place. Some birds made strange sounds and flew about wildly, dogs barked and 

ran around uncontrollably. Scientists believe that animals can sense these environmental changes as early as 

several days before the disaster. In 1976 after observing animal behavior, the Chinese scientists were able to 

predict a terrifying earthquake. Although hundreds of thousands of people were killed, the government was 

able to evacuate millions of other people and thus keep the death toll at a lower level. 
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15. In this passage, the word evacuate most nearly means _______. 

A remain   B. destroy   C. allow   D. remove  

16. Which of the following statements is not true?  

A. Some animals may be able to sense an approaching earthquake.  

B. All birds and dogs in a ten-kilometer radius of the epicenter went wild before the earthquake.  

C. The Chinese successfully predicted an earthquake and saved many lives.  

D. By observing animal behavior, scientists perhaps can predict earthquakes. 

17. What prediction may be made by observing animal behavior?  

A. a coming earthquake   C. the ten-kilometer radius of the epicentre.   

B. the number of people who will die.  D. environmental changes. 

18. If scientists can accurately predict earthquakes, there will be _______.  

A. fewer animals going crazy   C. a lower death rate   

B. fewer people evacuated    D. fewer environmental changes. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

19. There are nearly 10,000 bee species that exists in almost every part of the world. 

       A                                      B      C            D 

20. Visitors are not permitted entering the park after dark because of the lack of security and lighting. 

                                               A                               B                                   C                           D 
 

 II. GIVE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE WORDS IN BRACKETS (1.25 MARKS) 

1. They have _____________________ for ensuring that the rules are enforced. (responsible) 

2. He was known as a powerful king and a _____________________ warrior. (fear) 

3. The boring speech finished and everyone clapped ____________________. (politeness) 

4. Her lively ____________________ complemented his reserved nature. (social) 

5. The prospect of a year in India greatly ____________________ her. (exciting) 
 

III. PUT THE VERBS IN BRACKETS INTO THE CORRECT TENSE /FORM (1.25 MARKS) 

1. Would you mind not____________________ in class? (smoke) 

2. There ____________________ a lot of visitors this week. (be) 

3. When I met the old man, he _____________________ alone in the mountain for twenty years. (live) 

4. He _____________________ me a story about himself when his wife entered. (tell) 

5. She reminded him __________________ the cat. (feed) 
 

IV. FINISH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES IN SUCH A WAY THAT IT MEANS THE 

SAME AS THE SENTENCE PRINTED BEFORE IT. (2.5 MARKS) 

 

1. Lan rarely forgets to do her homework. 

 Rarely _______________________________________________________________________. 

2. The president last visited this country in 1989. 

 The president has ______________________________________________________________. 

3. I told Mike that he should get an early night. 

 I advised _____________________________________________________________________. 

4. Whose bag is this? 

 Who is _______________________________________________________________________? 

5. It’s difficult for my French friend to drive on the left. 

 My French friend isn’t___________________________________________________________. 

--- THE END --- 

 

 


